Political scientists have largely ignored conservation biology and its central concern, biodiversity. Consider two indicators and an anecdote. The indicators concern publication trends and faculty hiring in political science. In the past 20 years, the top five political science journals, as measured by their impact factor scores, have published one article focusing on biodiversity conservation (out of more than 2000 published papers). And in the top five political science departments in the United States (arguably, Harvard, Princeton, Stanford, Yale, and Chicago), not a single faculty member considers biodiversity conservation to be among his or her research interests. The anecdote concerns reflections on the discipline by 12 recent past presidents of the American Political Science Association. In remarking on the blind spots, research accomplishments, and needed directions for the discipline, biodiversity was entirely absent; indeed, even the environment was.

These facts should rightly generate pessimism about the past and future of conversations between political science and conservation biology. Political scientists and their discipline value work on biodiversity at best only to a limited extent. To the extent that political scientists consider conservation biology and biodiversity, they must do so by working against the disciplinary incentive structures that reward research and teaching.

The reasons political scientists neglect conservation biology and biodiversity may lie even deeper than incentives related to publication and hiring. They may have more to do with what political scientists view as the most important issues and the appropriate scale at which to study them. Electoral systems and practices, democracy, political institutions, international regimes, public opinion, state-society relations, conflict, war, violence, race and ethnicity, policy making, strategic behavior, and policy outcomes are properly the province of their discipline according to most political scientists. Few see biodiversity as central to the concerns of political science. Furthermore, political scientists tend to value research at the nation-state level far more than that conducted on subnational units of analysis. Much of the research in conservation biology, in contrast, takes place at far finer scales than those denoted by national boundaries. Vigorous cross-disciplinary conversations may also be missing because of important differences in corresponding world views. For most political scientists, strategic behavior is central to human interactions. For most conservation biologists, one might argue, the imperative to protect the environment, specifically biodiversity, is beyond strategic calculation.

Despite a bleak history of interactions, the future of conversations between political science and conservation biology can be brighter. Some political scientists have written, at times passionately, about the importance of conserving biodiversity (Sanderson 2002; Sanderson & Redford 2003; Thomas 2003; Moran & Ostrom 2005). The writings of others have had a significant impact on the practical programs and policies related to conservation and biodiversity. The work on resistance by Scott (1985) has influenced the extent to which local people are viewed as having an important role in the success of conservation policies. Ostrom’s (1990) work on the commons has helped shape the thinking of a generation of those interested in institutional arrangements to protect resources and biodiversity. And Putnam’s (1993) study of social capital has similarly influenced many who believe that strong civil-society organizations are necessary to create pressures favorable to positive policies for biodiversity and the environment more broadly.

Certainly, the world’s ecosystems face grave challenges and these challenges cannot be met without a deeper analysis and understanding of politics and institutions.
political scientists, and somewhat parochial ones to boot, we believe political science can contribute significantly to the study and practice of conserving the planet’s biological diversity.

Some political scientists may think the most important contributions from their discipline are in the domain of international regulatory regimes that govern biodiversity and analysis of biodiversity policies in specific countries and across nations. We agree that the problem of biodiversity conservation often requires actions by national governments and international agencies, and insights from regime theory, state-society interactions, and the large literature on coalition formation, governance, and policy formation are valuable sources to understand how and when political actors create conditions favorable for conservation.

But ultimately biodiversity conservation requires concerted effort at multiple levels. Local actors are critical in the protection of ecological resources, both in the short and long run. The same is true of subnational units of governance. Without acute political analyses that take incentives and actions of multiple actors at different scales into account, there is no effective policy making or governance related to biodiversity and, consequently, no protecting biodiversity.

For example, protected areas are often viewed as a critical component in the race to preserve biodiversity. National government proclamations that create protected areas are no guarantee of conservation. Without the involvement of local actors in the definition of boundaries, a clear understanding of which resources can be harvested and by whom, and monitoring of biodiversity conservation processes, protected areas are likely to be little more than paper parks. Worse, as just a region demarcated on a map, a protected area may make things worse by generating disrespect for established boundaries among local peoples and accelerated harvesting pressures because of local beliefs that an important resource has been alienated. Without substantial local efforts in favor of conservation, formal protection efforts for biodiversity are always likely to remain inadequate (Hayes & Ostrom 2005). The point is general. Rather than emphasize a particular institutional strategy, the diversity of requirements for adaptive governance that leads to conservation and long-term sustainability needs to be identified (NRC 2002; Dietz et al. 2003). Ecologists have long recognized the dangers of monocultures when it comes to agriculture or the management of other biological resources. As Evans (2004) poignantly observes, we are still relying on monocultures when it comes to recommending the best institutions to achieve the conservation of biological resources.

Conservation biologists and political scientists have common cause in recognizing that political organization is itself a multiscale phenomenon similar to ecological systems. A small but growing number of useful studies are beginning to confront the challenge that the number of elements involved in sociopolitical as well as ecological systems is extremely large (Ostrom 2005). Furthermore, most of the elements are themselves parts of larger systems and can be broken down into subparts of nearly decomposable systems. The eminent political scientist Herbert Simon (2000:753) described these as nearly decomposable systems “arranged in levels, the elements at each level being subdivisions of the elements at the level above.” Arthur Koestler (1973) provides us with a similar concept about partially separable systems that are nested in a hierarchical set of systems through the term holon.

In both ecological and governance systems, then, many units of analysis are very small and relatively independent of other units at the same level of analysis but parts of larger subsystems. Thus, instead of thinking only of national governments or local systems when thinking about ways of conserving biodiversity, it is necessary to examine the scale at which governance processes intersect with the dynamics of ecological systems. We need to identify how different units of governance are organized and the scales at which such units set boundaries, devise appropriate rules, and monitor conformity with rules for long-term sustainability. Strengthening governance systems at relevant scales is perhaps the most important challenge of the next century for biodiversity conservation.
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